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PRESIDENTS REPORT
Well fellow members the ADR Audit has come and gone
and apart from two minor corrections all has gone well.
Below for your interest is an out-take of the comments
our secretary received from Rob Wilson the MEANZ
Auditor

CLUB OFFICIALS

I would like to thank you and the rest of the OMES
executive and members who so freely gave of their time
for the Audit. I was extremely heartened to see and hear
the determination of the membership to maintain
the facility as one of the flagship clubs in New Zealand.
The work continuing and clearly that had been completed
to bring all systems up to date was tremendous.
May I also thank you for the generous gift that the club
gave me for my time. It was a pleasure doing the Audit
and I look forward to more frequent visits in the future.
Signed Rob Wilson

SECRETARY
Michael O’Cain
mikeocain@xtra.co.nz
TREASURER
Colin Nicholls
colinn@clear.net.nz

We have received from the son of a former member a
Myford Lathe plus components, parts and drawings for a
Stirling Steam engine, an older style pedestal drill press
and a bench grinder. Pictures on page 5 and rear page.
Items will be sold of by way of a Sealed Envelope Silent
Auction. Place your bid in a sealed envelope to be
opened on the night of the July meeting (14th July 2014)
Regards Brian
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SCALE RAILWAY
LAYOUT DEVELOPMENTS.
(N scale) No new developments on the N scale
layout this time but we have been threatened
with the possibility of a catastrophe as Contact
Energy have decided to replace the old meter
with a “smart” meter. The old one is, of
course, right over the top of the N scale layout.
The first visit ended with the person they sent
not being qualified to work on three phase
meters so he went away without demolishing
the layout. With any luck they will forget
about it.
(HO layout) There has been some progress
with the DCC conversion; Murray Gibb has run
a network cable from the command station on
the N scale layout over to the location of the
main booster on the HO layout.
MAY MEETING.
There was yet more discussion on the proposal
to resurrect the modular layout and we have
decided to use cobalt point motors that are
similar (but smaller) to the Tortoise motors that
were used on the N scale extension. The old
track has been lifted at each end of the Dunedin
station module so that realignment can begin.
Following this discussion Ferg Chalmers put
together a small oval of track and gave us a
demonstration of his DCC controlled, sound
equipped, Union Pacific “Veranda” turbo.
Very impressive. He then placed a second
loco’ on the track which demonstrated the
ability to independently control multiple loco’s
on the same track.
Also on the table, from Ken Devlin, was a
superb model of an LMS Garrett with rotary
tender (this hopper rotated slowly and brought
the coal forward so the fireman could reach it,
he still had to shovel it into the fire box).

GROUP GET TOGETHERS
Boat Group Wednesday Following the General
Meeting 7.30pm
Engineering Third Monday 7.30pm
Scale Railway Each Tuesday 7.30pm
Thursday Toilers 9.30 am to 4pm Weekly

Ken also ran this loco on the HO layout later and it
runs really well and looked good pulling a rake of
covered clay wagons. I missed out on getting a
photo for this report so maybe we can get Ken to
bring it along again sometime.
Hamish Tyson brought along a couple of items that
he had found on “trade me” and “just had to have”.
The first was a very nice looking N scale model of
“Tornado”, the new steam loco built in the UK (I
got a photo of this one running on the N scale
layout if Ed had the room). The second item was a
tiny, non-running, model of the “Trans Alpine”
including a very nice representation of a DJ loco’.

Ferg’s “Veranda”

Ken’s “Garrett”

CONROD IS PRINTED BY
COURTESY OF

WICKLIFFE PRESS
Wickliffe - Dunedin Office
11 Glenelg Street,
Kaikorai 901603-466 5100
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Engineering Group News

Hamish’s “Tornado”
By John Knight
Group Leader
TETHER CAR REPORT
Not much to report this month. The running day for
last Sunday (May 25th) was called off because of the
threat of snow and very low temperatures. There were
two disappointed people who were going to test run
their cars. We will try for the last Sunday in August
weather permitting.
Chris is away to Australia again on the 6th June to race
and try to beat his own record of 178.508 KPH.
Remember on any race day, everyone is invited to try
Tether Car Racing and those members who are
interested are most welcome to use Chris’s prototype
car.

By Mel Kennedy
NEXT MEETING
MONDAY
9th JUNE 2014-05-26

Well, it has been a long time between Engineering
group meetings and following May's meeting it
seems a lot has been going on around the workshops
of the various group members. The meeting started
with feedback from the committee about general
operational matters. In short the coal situation has
been clarified.
Members were asked for their assistance on the
roster (Contact Mike O'Cain if you can help), there
is a new MEANZ news letter, the club had its
MEANZ audit and there were only a few minor
issues to resolve.
Finally Mike has been busy investigating a new
boiler test gauge and the associated costs in getting
it certified. Also raised was the procedure
surrounding reporting faults with the track and the
electric locos. Brian explained there were some new
faults books kept on the shelf above the electric
locos to fill out if you find anything not working as
it should. So if you do find anything not working as
it should fill out either the track or loco fault book
and give either the engineering group leader or the
president a call.
With regard to ongoing work around the club Colin
reported back about the installation of a new air
compressor in the steaming up shed
As some of you may be aware the old one gave up
the ghost at festival week, highlighting the need to
have a backup. The new compressor is in place and
will be plumbed up in the following weeks. The old
tank will be retained to give some extra capacity
when running multiple locos. Mike put forward the
idea of building a new tether car track. It was
suggested that a new track be built to a world class
standard to attract faster cars from Australia, Europe
and America.
All options are being considered, even a covered
facility by the harbour with spectator seating for
28,000 (Dreams are free). Finally on the project
front, the building of a new club loco was raised.
With the growing popularity of the end of year
picnics it was pointed out the reliance the club has
on members with steam locos to ensure the public
can have a good chance to get a ride. To alleviate
some of this reliance it was suggested that the group
look into building another club loco based on the
same chassis as the older club electric locos.
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It was also suggested that the new loco could be
petrol powered to make it easier for some members
to useofand
Some
the maintain.
members at May running day
Bits on the Table
Brian showed the progress on his tether car and he
expressed that he hoped to have it running in the
next couple of weeks.
Geoff French showed a set of rollers he had made.
These were a very fine bit of engineering. Some of
our older members will remember Geoff from the
70’s and 80’s. , a fine maker of workshop
equipment
Lachlan showed a new battery holder he had made
for the tether car in order to minimise the likely
hood of breaking connectors while removing the
battery plus a mounting block that father Russell
had made to hold a ball turning attachment in the
tool post of the lathe.
Jim had some very nice soft grip jaws for his three
jaw chuck which he made
Gordon bought along a centre finder used for
lining up work in the lathe that he made while an
apprentice toolmaker at J & A.P Scott’s. He also
had a set of Trammels made many years ago and a
clamp which he said was one of the most useful
tools in the workshop
Due to the April meeting falling on Easter there
was a workshop visit at Russell Clark's on the 4th
of May. This was attended by 10 members with
topics ranging from the progress on Russell's
'Britannia' to centring items in the lathe.

Jim’s soft jaws

Russell Clark’s ball turning attachment

Geoff French’s rollers
Gordon’s Centre Finders and Trammel
Report by
Lachlan Clark
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SEALED ENVELOPE SILENT AUCTION
Items offered can be viewed by contacting the President Brian McCurdy, Jon Winton or Gary Douglas
Place your bid in a sealed Envelope and post or hand to the Secretary or the President prior to the 14th July
General Meeting.

Items can be viewed prior to the auction by
arrangement with Brian McCurdy, Jon Winton
or Gary Douglas
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BOAT GROUP REPORT
14th May Get Together
Henry started the gathering at 7.30 and gave a
brief over view of the group and its activities
over the past month.
Our open day on the last Sunday of the month
started with a heavy overcast early morning sky,
with the day gradually improving and the sun
finally breaking through by late morning. A
pleasant early afternoon was had by the boaties
who turned up. By mid-afternoon the sun went
behind the clouds and a very cold wind
developed, so we called it a day and went inside
to discuss Vaughan's motor cooling and the
balancing of the clutch from his boat.
The mid-weeker's also had some pleasant
boating on the pond, although the numbers were
down. It was good to see Robin back at one of
those
sessions.
Gordon Duell is keeping in touch with Peter
Knox and Henry with Les Bennett. Both these
members are experiencing personal challenges at
the moment and we all wish them well.
Vaughan mentioned that he had a c/saw bench
fitted with a 2hp motor for sale at $150.00 on
behalf of a friend of his. If interested contact
Vaughan.
(Vaughan has an unlisted number so if interested
and you can’t contact him ask President Brian
[Editor])
Bits on the Table
First up was Kevin Gamble, with a model
resembling an Air-Sea rescue craft. He has built
and varnished a smart looking cabin for it.
Gary Douglas had been working on the
wheelhouse for his
Billings kit Tug. A work of Art that required the
patience of Job!
Brian McCurdy showed the completed life raft
mountings for his model of the Loyal Moderator.
These were assembled and painted white metal
components as were the porthole storm covers.
Keith Murphy showed us two large paintings
done by a friend, one was a portrait of himself at
work in his workshop and a very good one at
that!

Vaughan Peterson had machined the clutch
and fan blade for his petrol motor in order to
obtain better balance.
Henry Gooselink has been working on His
Scottish Coaster’s forecastle and LED lighting
running off the B.E.C. supply. For some
reason, not all were working on the night.
Barry Stoddart had come across a very
interesting book on early New Zealand
Launches; this included an article on the flush
deck runners that
several members run from time to time.
Murray Vince explained the alterations he had
made to the bottom hull shape of his “Juno” in
order to improve its stability.
Hamish Tyson had a multi voltage supply
and switcher imported that
he intends to put into the coaster that he is
working on.
It was also evident that a lot of work is going
on in our work areas at home.
We also viewed a DVD on how to deck plank a
model. An excellent step by step illustration of
the author's method of planking a deck.
It is proposed that for next month’s gathering
we bring along a most useful tool that we use in
our model building, and view a DVD on
bending timber.
Henry Goosselink
Group leader

Kevin talks about his Air-Sea Rescue craft
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Gary and Keith inspect Brian’s white metal
fittings

The picture of Keith in “pride of place”

Hamish and his box of electrical tricks

Murray describes over coming yet another challenge
with the “Juno”

REMINDER
Sealed envelope silent auction
If you want to bid on any of the items in the
Silent Auction you must place you bid in a
sealed envelope with a description of the item
you are biding on and either post or hand it to
the Secretary or President prior to the July 14th
General Meeting.

Henry searches for the lost electrons

Members can view the bits prior to bidding by
contacting the President, Jon Winton or Gary
Douglas
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Please note all these items show signs of
prolonged storage and rusting is evident.
The OMES can in no way guarantee their
operational ability.
Buyers beware as they say.
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